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Strengthening our companies
Dear client,
So much has happened since the start of the new year, and in the first newsletter for 2020, we would
like to update you with what happened during the past three months since our last communication
with you... all updates being related to our group of companies offering you a better and more
efficient service.
Fairwinds Management Limited has set up a new department to add to its list of corporate services by
introducing Anti-Money Laundering Advisory Services. This was introduced to assist clients in
becoming compliant with global regulations by understanding their AML challenges.
Once again, Fairwinds Management Limited kept its annual appointment by attending ICE London in
February, where team members of the company visited the World’s Gaming Innovation Showcase in
Excel, London and held various meetings with current and prospective clients.
Also in February, Accounting Services Ltd appointed Mr. Conrad Meli, FCCA, MIA, CPA as one of its
new Directors. Conrad has over thirteen years of experience within the accounting field, where he
started off his career as a Junior Accounts Executive with a local company and eventually joined
Accounting Services Ltd in 2016. We take this opportunity to congratulate Conrad once again for his
well deserved achievement.
On a more personal level, in the past weeks, I became a warranted lawyer and will be admitted to the
bar later this year. This accomplishment has enhanced our in-house legal team at Business Concept
International plc.
Sincerely,
Dr Adrian Sciberras, FCCA, MIA, CPA, LL.B.(Hons)(Melit.), M. Adv (Melit.)
Chairman, Business Concept International plc

Upcoming Deadlines
We would like to take this opportunity to remind you about the upcoming deadline at the end of March
related to MicroInvest Scheme. This is the primary deadline, applicable only to self employed people
who submit their tax return in June. Further upcoming deadlines are found below:

30th April
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TA23 - Part Time Employment
TA24 - Tax from Rents from Residential & Commercial Lets
PT1 - Provisional Tax and SSC (for Class 2 Individuals)
PT1 - Provisional Tax (for Maltese companies)
30th June
Personal Income Tax Return

Office activities
22nd January - Annual Food Challenge

23rd January - Blood donation
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4th - 6th February - ICE London

Recent blog posts
Click on the links below to read more
Explaining shelf companies
New services launched to comply with global regulations
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Is a trademark important to your business?
New Director for Accounting Services Ltd
How will Brexit affect businesses?
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Most liked photo of the quarter
Celebrating Richard Falzon for successfully completing all his ACCA exams

The team at Business Concept International plc would like to wish all women a Happy Women’s
Day, being celebrated internationally at the end of this week, on Sunday 8th March.

Thank you for reading!
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